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The importance of baptism within Christian history, theology, and practice is of the first order.
Rooted in Christian Scripture, baptism is initiation into Jesus Christ and the sacramental
beginning of engagement with the church, the body of Christ. In recent decades, the relationship
between baptismal theology and ecclesiology has changed. Rather than focusing solely on the
implications of baptism for individuals, the center of theological conversation has moved
increasingly to the nature of baptism as formative of the church.One of the pioneers in exploring
this theological issue in the United States has been the Rev. Dr. Louis Weil, who, from the time
he helped author the 1979 Book of Common Prayer, has advocated for an approach called
“baptismal ecclesiology.” In a number of essays since the 1980s, Dr. Weil has encouraged an
increasingly ecumenical conversation around this particular approach to ecclesiology. This
ecumenical collection of essays by a distinguished and international group of sixteen scholars
continues the conversation on liturgy and ecclesiology begun by Fr. Weil.“These essays
continue a conversation about baptism that has reshaped thinking about the nature of the
church in our time—and with the kind of grace-filled commitment to both academy and church,
liturgy and ecclesiology, theory and practice that is characteristic of Louis Weil's teaching and
writing. How wonderful to have a work so successful both in reflecting professor Weil's
contributions and in carrying the conversation forward!”—L. William CountrymanSherman E.
Johnson Professor Emeritus of Biblical StudiesThe Church Divinity School of the PacificLizette
Larson-Miller is Nancy and Michael Kaehr Professor of Liturgical Leadership and Dean of the
Chapel at the Church Divinity School of the Pacific in the Graduate Theological Union in
Berkeley, California.Walter Knowles is an independent scholar and musician in Seattle,
Washington.
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U.S.A.Thus we see now what in these days God calls us to. We are now planted by the waters in
which some Christians wade to the ankles (and be we thankful for that), some can but creep, as
it were in the way of grace, and some, it may be, can walk on with some strength; some have yet
gone deeper, till they be wholly drenched in grace, and this should we all labor after.JOHN
COTTON, WAY OF LIFE OR GOD’S WAY AND COURSE (1641)ContributorsJ. Neil Alexander is
a bishop of The Episcopal Church. He presently serves as Dean and Professor of Liturgy in the
School of Theology of the University of the South, Sewanee, TN.Michael B. Aune is a pastor in
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. He is Professor of Liturgical and Historical Studies
at Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary in the Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, CA.Paul
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Theology at Memphis Theological Seminary, Memphis, TN and Director of Faith and Order of
the National Council of Churches USA.Arthur Holder is a presbyter in the Episcopal Church. He
is Dean, Vice President for Academic Affairs, and John Dillenberger Professor of Christian
Spirituality at the Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, CA.David Holeton is a presbyter in the
Anglican Church of Canada. He is Professor of Liturgics in the Hussite Theological Faculty of the
Charles University in Prague, CZ.Walter Knowles is a presbyter in the Episcopal Church. He is
an independent scholar and musician in Seattle, WA.Lizette Larson-Miller is a presbyter in the
Episcopal Church. She is Nancy and Michael Kaehr Professor of Liturgical Leadership and
Dean of the Chapel at the Church Divinity School of the Pacific in the Graduate Theological
Union in Berkeley, CA.Mary E. McGann, RSCJ, is a Religious of the Sacred Heart. She is
Professor of Liturgy and Music at the Franciscan School of Theology in the Graduate
Theological Union in Berkeley, CA.Ralph McMichael is a presbyter in the Episcopal Church. He
is Executive Director of the Center for the Eucharist in St. Louis, MO.Louis Weil is a presbyter in
the Episcopal Church. He is the James F. Hodges and Harold and Rita Haynes Professor
Emeritus of Liturgics at the Church Divinity School of the Pacific in the Graduate Theological
Union in Berkeley, CA.IntroductionLIZETTE LARSON-MILLERTO BE DRENCHED IN God’s
grace is to be immersed in the fullness of God’s love and a never-ending action, and it is both of
these for individuals and for communities. Starting in Baptism with new identity, new orientation,
and new formation has been at the heart of baptismal theology for centuries, particularly as it is
applied to individuals. But it is also the reality that every new Baptism and every newly baptized
individual changes the whole community. The community is baptized again, drenched in God’s
grace again. Here baptismal theology becomes ecclesiology—and all of it flowing from the first
person of the Trinity, through the Son and in the Holy Spirit, through the church—the body of
Christ, and for the sake of the whole world.
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grace is to be immersed in the fullness of God’s love and a never-ending action, and it is both of
these for individuals and for communities. Starting in Baptism with new identity, new orientation,
and new formation has been at the heart of baptismal theology for centuries, particularly as it is
applied to individuals. But it is also the reality that every new Baptism and every newly baptized
individual changes the whole community. The community is baptized again, drenched in God’s
grace again. Here baptismal theology becomes ecclesiology—and all of it flowing from the first
person of the Trinity, through the Son and in the Holy Spirit, through the church—the body of
Christ, and for the sake of the whole world.In the ecumenical liturgical renewals of the twentieth
century, the Rev. Dr. Louis Weil has been a primary voice among Anglicans, particularly
Episcopalians in the United States, in articulating the interface between the rites of initiation and
the theology of the church. He has exemplified the application of the best of theological
reflection to the doing of liturgy at the same time as challenging liturgical practice to ask “why”
certain pastoral practices are chosen and what the choices made might mean in theologically-
grounded pastoral liturgical practice. Fr. Weil has invited not only Anglicans into this
conversation, however, but has drawn from and shared with an ecumenical community of
scholars and practitioners, maintaining and strengthening the bonds begun in his own expansive
educational background. From music degrees earned at Southern Methodist University and
Harvard University, to the S.T.B. achieved at the General Theological Seminary, to Paris for the
S.T.D. from Institut Catholique, Dr. Weil has brought together music as theology, liturgical
theology, and ecclesiology. From pastoral work as a parish priest in Puerto Rico, Wisconsin,



California, and England, Fr. Weil has brought together the experiences of different cultural
expressions and expectations within Anglicanism. From his teaching at El Seminario Episcopal
del Caribe, Nashotah House and Church Divinity School of the Pacific, he has taught and
collaborated with students and colleagues for more than fifty years, engaging with old ideas and
new, reshaping and rearticulating his reflections, research, and teaching.It is by inspiration of
this work and with a desire to join in the conversation with the Rev. Dr. Louis Weil that this
collection of essays has been written and gathered. Circling around and through the topics of
rites of initiation (inclusive of Baptism, confirmation/chrismation, and Eucharist), ecclesiology,
ecumenism, Anglicanism, and pastoral liturgy, the fifteen authors both find common ground with
earlier work as well as present challenges to some popular assumptions of the past decades.
Like the exegetical reader-response approach to both scriptural work and preaching, many of
these essays go beyond the story, beyond the narrative of official liturgical texts, to fill in the
gaps; in other words, they are not content with the narrative analysis or standard interpretation,
but also focus on what is not said. Particularly in the several essays that call for new ways of
understanding the phrase “baptismal ecclesiology,” the authors raise up questions about
interpretations of Baptism and of the church in contemporary conversations. But the wealth of
the collection is that these new questions are approached from so many different perspectives.
Several of the writers focus on the spirituality of Baptism and its meaning not only for the
individual’s lifelong journey into God but for the understanding of church. Others take a historical
approach, finding in the particularities of our rich tradition a springboard for broader
appropriation of wisdom from the past. Reflecting on the decades-old work on ecumenism and
the defining of Anglicanism, two of our authors issue a call for revisiting questions of ecumenical
agreement and difference with fresh eyes. Another author raises the urgent question of the
relationship of ecology to sacramental theology through the very waters of Baptism. Several
authors reignite needed theological reflection on the meaning and import of church for
sacramental understanding in a changed world view of Christianity. All of the writers engage with
questions that have been part of Louis Weil’s work and scholarly passion for years.The title of
the collection was chosen by Fr. Weil suggested by a title used at an Inclusive Church
Conference in England, November 2007, at which Fr. Weil spoke. The quote is actually drawn
from a longer meditation of John Cotton (1585–1652), titled “The Pouring Out of the Spirit.”There
is such a measure of grace in which a man may swim as fish in the water, with all readiness and
dexterity, gliding as if he had water enough to swim in. Such a Christian does not creep or walk,
but he runs the ways of God’s Commandments. Whatever he is to do or to suffer, he is ready for
all, so every way drenched in grace, as let God turn him any way, he is never drawn dry.Thus we
see now what in these days God calls us to. We are now planted by the waters in which some
Christians wade to the ankles (and be we thankful for that); some can but creep as it were in the
way of grace, and some it can be walk on with some strength; some have yet gone deeper, till
they be wholly drenched in grace, and this should we all labor after.1John Cotton’s imaginative
description, reminiscent of centuries of images of Christians as fish, at home in the waters of



Baptism and yet always striving towards more immersion, more drenching, in order to swim in
the ways of God’s teaching, is as contemporary as it is old. The church is composed of these;
those fully and deeply immersed in Christ, others walking with confidence, some creeping, some
to the ankles, others planted on the banks waiting for the water to rise toward them. These
waters immerse and surround the church, sometimes refreshing, sometimes challenging in their
dangerous call to go deeper regardless of cost according to the world’s view. These waters flow
through the faithful voices of the theologians contained in this volume also—each caring deeply
about the church, the body of Christ in earth and in heaven, and the unity of the communion of
saints in all places and in all times.As the authors in this collection were invited into an ongoing
conversation with the Rev. Dr. Louis Weil about the richness of liturgy and church in
contemporary Christianity, so we invite you into the conversation. Read, mark, learn, and
inwardly digest these writings with us, and join in the conversation for the sake of the mystery
exercised, glimpsed and given in the church’s celebrations.1. John Cotton, Way of Life Or God’s
Way and Course (London, UK: Fawne and Geilbrand, 1641), 105–6.Baptismal History Informing
the Present1Bodies at BaptismANDREA BIELERTHE SACRAMENT OF BAPTISM is the
tangible and corporeal event in which divine grace is being poured out onto bodies in the
encounter with Christ. Baptism is the sacrament of deliverance and deep transformation. The
human person who is entangled in the powers of sin as alienation from God, neighbor, and the
planet Earth is rescued. In Baptism, thus, a saved body emerges through ritual acts that are
attentive to words that bear divine promise and to material elements such as water and oil that
carry the powers of cleansing, forgiveness, and healing. Both words and elements are directed
towards the body being baptized.There is an intimate dimension to Baptism that lifts up the
singularity of the individual person before God: Right before Baptism one’s name is uttered and
placed in HaShem, whom Christians confess as the Triune God.1 At the same time Baptism is
the initiation rite through which individuals become part of a communal body, the church as the
body of Christ. In the rite of Baptism, people are absorbed into the body of Christ through water,
Word, and Spirit—a body so porous and fluid that human beings can be immersed in it.
Belonging to Christ through Baptism evokes a loss of self as egocentric autopoeisis. This loss is
acted out in ritualized gestures that pertain in particular ways to the body. These gestures hint at
an eccentric understanding of belonging: a particular name is voiced in the assembly and
becomes immediately immersed in Divine Mystery. Even in the act of dying, an eccentric
dynamic emerges: those who are baptized die and rise with Christ. In this interrelatedness a new
identity emerges that is signified in the wearing of a new garment.Baptism can thus be
perceived as ritual space of Christian identity formation that is intimate, eccentric, communal,
and cosmological. The cosmological dimension transpires through the element of water—the
connecting tissue between the individual body and the planet; both depend on it as a matter of
death or life. Many early depictions of baptismal rites and theologies imply an understanding of
the connection between the physical body and the cosmos that is most intriguing for
contemporary discussions that seek to emphasize the theological significance of the ecological



dimension of this water ritual.2 Dale Martin spells out the connection between the microcosmic
body of the individual and the macrocosmic body: they resemble each other in terms of the
basic materiality of that they consist. They also bear similarities in terms of the way they function
in the creation of a healthy balance.3 These speculations about the micro and the macro body
can be found in Plato, pre-Socratic philosophers, and Hippocratic medical theory who
converge:in assuming that the human self (body and soul) was composed of the same elements
as the universe: air (pneuma), earth, water, and fire. Thus the dynamics that one saw at work in
the external cosmos could be read onto and into the human body, the inner body being buffeted
by the same weather as the outer body. . . . As is already apparent, construing the body as really
(not just figuratively) a microcosm blurs any boundaries between the inner and the outer body.
The workings of the internal body are not just an imitation of the mechanics of the universe;
rather, they are part of it, constantly influenced by it.4In acts of renunciation, anointing, and in
immersion the permeability of the microcosmic and the macrocosmic body becomes tangible.
What is “inside” the body has an intense relationship to the “outside”—the environment that
shapes embodied living every moment as we breathe in and out. For Cyril of Jerusalem, for
example, the oil used for exorcisms has the power to drive away the enemy’s power, and the
breath of the saints can drive out devils. Oil and breath have the capacity to enter the porous
body through the skin and other body openings and to remove evil spirits that hover inside.5It
thus seems to be of pivotal theological significance to pay attention to what happens to bodies in
Baptism. The saved body is ritualized into existence; from there meaning making and corporeal
interpretation emerge. Drawing on a deconstructivist understanding of embodiment as practice,
we are led to ask how the saved body emerges from this ritual as words are sung and spoken
over the body and things are done to the body. Interpellations (Anrufungen) that speak particular
bodies into existence as well as the gaze of the gathered assembly that rests upon the body to
be baptized come into focus.6A phenomenologically oriented approach to embodiment will also
take the subjective dimension into account that explores the felt sense of the participants.
Attending to the historical documents that are available to us, we need to acknowledge that
there are not very many sources in which participants describe their embodied felt sense of
Baptism. One treasured exception is the witness that Ephrem the Syrian (306–73) gave about
his own Baptism: “For when the waves of oil lift me up, they hand me over to the sayings about
Christ, and then the waves of Christ bear me back to the symbols (mysteries) of oil. The waves
meet each other, and I am in their midst.”7 His own Baptism evokes in Ephrem a sense of being
overwhelmed; he captures this sense in the wave image: He is carried away on the mighty
waves of anointing that evoke an interplay between the teachings about Christ and the sensual
experience of anointing. In the dramatic synaesthetic interplay of the audible, the tactile and the
olfactory, the baptismal event unfolds.In what follows, I seek to explore the attention that is given
to bodies at Baptism and the theological significance this body awareness might imply. I claim
that the performative dimension of bodily engagement in Baptism is pivotal for baptismal
theology. I proceed by highlighting two historical examples for the sake of further constructive



theological work.Standing naked without shameI begin with some glimpses into the
Mystagogical Catechesis of Cyril of Jerusalem (fourth century) by focusing on the significance of
nakedness. Cyril offers homilies for the neophytes that retrospectively interpret the meaning of
the Baptism they had received. The body technologies these homilies reflect are couched in
thick descriptions of the tangible quality of the rites themselves. Woven into these descriptions
we find intense processes of meaning making, in that the body practices described become an
intense field of theological explanation. What is written onto the body becomes almost a site of
revelatory knowledge, filled with references to Scripture and theological allusions. Cyril speaks
of bodily practices as symbolizing something. Cyril often times juxtaposes symbol and reality in
a Platonic way indicating that the symbol is less real than the thing it symbolizes. He
nevertheless assumes an ontology of participation that means that the body participates in the
reality it signifies.Cyril explains what happened upon entry into the baptistery:Upon entering [the
baptistery] you took off your clothing, and this symbolised your stripping off of “the old nature
with its practices.” Stripped naked, in this too you were imitating Christ naked on the cross, who
in his darkness, “disarmed the principalities and powers” and on the wood of the cross publicly
“triumphed over them.” . . . This was a remarkable occasion, for you stood naked in the sight of all
and you were not ashamed. You truly mirrored our first-created parent Adam who stood naked in
Paradise and was not ashamed.8The interpretation of nakedness these sequences provide is
preceded by a reading of Romans 6 that alludes to Baptism into Christ’s death; the cited
passage is followed by a description of prebaptismal anointing with exorcistic functions. Then
the actual baptismal act happens.What is written onto the bodies of those who stand naked is
the departure of the old nature, of Adam after the fall, a body in whose limbs corrupted desire
has lurked. What emerges is Adam in paradise, a body that stands naked and is not ashamed.
The naked body right before Baptism is thus already placed in the garden of paradise. The
naked body before Baptism does not know shame anymore.9 Also, in the act of standing naked,
Christ on the cross is imitated. The place of deepest despair and vulnerability becomes the
place of disarming power. Nakedness thus becomes a means for the performance of eccentric
identity in relation to Christ and to the garden of creation. It is a technology of the body that
initiates transformation with regard to shame and power. The scene as depicted by Cyril can be
interpreted as a liminal practice in which the weakening of the body that has been made
vulnerable opens up the possibility of deep transformation.Margaret Miles provides a summary
of the major motives that Christian authors attached to the issue of nakedness in fourth-century
sources that are considered orthodox: stripping off of the old man with his deeds, imitation of
Christ, leaving the world, death and rebirth, new life, the undoing of shame, and quasi
martyrdom.10The historical significance of nakedness in Baptism ought to be discussed by
situating the issue of nudity within the larger cultural context. Regarding the cultural customs in
Roman bath houses, Miles assumes that mixed naked bathing came to be gradually customary
in the fourth century. This tendency to accept mixed bathing practices however was rejected by a
variety of Christian authors. Cyprian and Jerome warn consecrated virgins in particular not to go



to bath houses in which males are present since the virgins would quench the hot desires of
youth. 11 A harsh critique was also uttered against the display of naked bodies in the context of
gladiatorial games in the coliseum, which were associated with the devil’s pomp. Augustine,
pointing to the spectators who went into a frenzy watching the games and their cruelty, spoke of
this audience as offering incense to the demons with their hearts.12 Miles concludes:Christian
naked baptism, then, cannot be understood as a continuation of secular culture made feasible
by Christians’ familiarity with and acceptance of secular nakedness. Ironically, the appropriate
context for Christian baptism must rather be Christian aversion to secular nakedness, an
aversion informed by the sense that a human body because of its intimate connection with the
soul should not be casually or carelessly exposed. For Christians following an incarnated Christ
naked bodies have religious meaning; bodies are the site and naked bodies the symbol of
religious subjectivity.13In contrast, historian Laurie Guy takes another stance regarding the
depiction of nakedness as it is portrayed in Cyril’s homily as well as in other texts; he doubts that
the descriptions we find in these texts indeed reflect actual practice. Guy contends that the
allusions to nakedness were rather meant to be understood in a metaphorical sense since
nudity was so much disputed by Christian writers.14 Even if we cannot come to a final
conclusion with regard to the historicity of the depiction of nakedness in Baptism, it is
nevertheless crucially important for theological inquiry into Baptism to engage the somatic
imagination of these early writings.15 The somatic imagination of the texts offer a powerful
reframing of nakedness. When the devil’s pomp—a notion that hints at the imperial games—is
contested in its cruelty during renunciations and the nakedness of Adam is evoked, the baptized
body is removed from the coliseum to the garden of paradise.In more general terms we may say
that early and medieval baptismal rites are filled with dramatic actions that pertain to the body;
stripping off clothes and standing naked is just one of them. In addition we can see fasting,
anointing of the entire body or of particular parts of the body, the ritual closure of body openings
by offering the sign of the cross, breathing into the face, covering of the ear with saliva, putting
salt onto the tongue, and immersion and sprinkling practices. Following the baptismal rite, the
kiss of peace was exchanged and the participation in the Eucharist was practiced. These
diverse rites imply a synaesthetic interplay in which sensual experience inspires religious
insights: what Baptism effects and evokes is understood not only through the ears of those who
listen to homilies, but also through the senses of taste, smell, and touch. When Cyril speaks of
the neophytes as the aroma of Christ to God by referring to postbaptismal anointing, he probably
is alluding not only to 2 Cor 2:14–16 but also to the sensual experience such anointings did
evoke.16 When Cyril describes the triple submersion of the neophytes as the symbolic dying
and rising with Christ, he offers a very visceral and embodied interpretation of the reading of
Romans 6.Signing the cross onto the body
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Union in Berkeley, CA.IntroductionLIZETTE LARSON-MILLERTO BE DRENCHED IN God’s
grace is to be immersed in the fullness of God’s love and a never-ending action, and it is both of
these for individuals and for communities. Starting in Baptism with new identity, new orientation,
and new formation has been at the heart of baptismal theology for centuries, particularly as it is
applied to individuals. But it is also the reality that every new Baptism and every newly baptized
individual changes the whole community. The community is baptized again, drenched in God’s
grace again. Here baptismal theology becomes ecclesiology—and all of it flowing from the first
person of the Trinity, through the Son and in the Holy Spirit, through the church—the body of
Christ, and for the sake of the whole world.In the ecumenical liturgical renewals of the twentieth



century, the Rev. Dr. Louis Weil has been a primary voice among Anglicans, particularly
Episcopalians in the United States, in articulating the interface between the rites of initiation and
the theology of the church. He has exemplified the application of the best of theological
reflection to the doing of liturgy at the same time as challenging liturgical practice to ask “why”
certain pastoral practices are chosen and what the choices made might mean in theologically-
grounded pastoral liturgical practice. Fr. Weil has invited not only Anglicans into this
conversation, however, but has drawn from and shared with an ecumenical community of
scholars and practitioners, maintaining and strengthening the bonds begun in his own expansive
educational background. From music degrees earned at Southern Methodist University and
Harvard University, to the S.T.B. achieved at the General Theological Seminary, to Paris for the
S.T.D. from Institut Catholique, Dr. Weil has brought together music as theology, liturgical
theology, and ecclesiology. From pastoral work as a parish priest in Puerto Rico, Wisconsin,
California, and England, Fr. Weil has brought together the experiences of different cultural
expressions and expectations within Anglicanism. From his teaching at El Seminario Episcopal
del Caribe, Nashotah House and Church Divinity School of the Pacific, he has taught and
collaborated with students and colleagues for more than fifty years, engaging with old ideas and
new, reshaping and rearticulating his reflections, research, and teaching.It is by inspiration of
this work and with a desire to join in the conversation with the Rev. Dr. Louis Weil that this
collection of essays has been written and gathered. Circling around and through the topics of
rites of initiation (inclusive of Baptism, confirmation/chrismation, and Eucharist), ecclesiology,
ecumenism, Anglicanism, and pastoral liturgy, the fifteen authors both find common ground with
earlier work as well as present challenges to some popular assumptions of the past decades.
Like the exegetical reader-response approach to both scriptural work and preaching, many of
these essays go beyond the story, beyond the narrative of official liturgical texts, to fill in the
gaps; in other words, they are not content with the narrative analysis or standard interpretation,
but also focus on what is not said. Particularly in the several essays that call for new ways of
understanding the phrase “baptismal ecclesiology,” the authors raise up questions about
interpretations of Baptism and of the church in contemporary conversations. But the wealth of
the collection is that these new questions are approached from so many different perspectives.
Several of the writers focus on the spirituality of Baptism and its meaning not only for the
individual’s lifelong journey into God but for the understanding of church. Others take a historical
approach, finding in the particularities of our rich tradition a springboard for broader
appropriation of wisdom from the past. Reflecting on the decades-old work on ecumenism and
the defining of Anglicanism, two of our authors issue a call for revisiting questions of ecumenical
agreement and difference with fresh eyes. Another author raises the urgent question of the
relationship of ecology to sacramental theology through the very waters of Baptism. Several
authors reignite needed theological reflection on the meaning and import of church for
sacramental understanding in a changed world view of Christianity. All of the writers engage with
questions that have been part of Louis Weil’s work and scholarly passion for years.The title of



the collection was chosen by Fr. Weil suggested by a title used at an Inclusive Church
Conference in England, November 2007, at which Fr. Weil spoke. The quote is actually drawn
from a longer meditation of John Cotton (1585–1652), titled “The Pouring Out of the Spirit.”There
is such a measure of grace in which a man may swim as fish in the water, with all readiness and
dexterity, gliding as if he had water enough to swim in. Such a Christian does not creep or walk,
but he runs the ways of God’s Commandments. Whatever he is to do or to suffer, he is ready for
all, so every way drenched in grace, as let God turn him any way, he is never drawn dry.Thus we
see now what in these days God calls us to. We are now planted by the waters in which some
Christians wade to the ankles (and be we thankful for that); some can but creep as it were in the
way of grace, and some it can be walk on with some strength; some have yet gone deeper, till
they be wholly drenched in grace, and this should we all labor after.1John Cotton’s imaginative
description, reminiscent of centuries of images of Christians as fish, at home in the waters of
Baptism and yet always striving towards more immersion, more drenching, in order to swim in
the ways of God’s teaching, is as contemporary as it is old. The church is composed of these;
those fully and deeply immersed in Christ, others walking with confidence, some creeping, some
to the ankles, others planted on the banks waiting for the water to rise toward them. These
waters immerse and surround the church, sometimes refreshing, sometimes challenging in their
dangerous call to go deeper regardless of cost according to the world’s view. These waters flow
through the faithful voices of the theologians contained in this volume also—each caring deeply
about the church, the body of Christ in earth and in heaven, and the unity of the communion of
saints in all places and in all times.As the authors in this collection were invited into an ongoing
conversation with the Rev. Dr. Louis Weil about the richness of liturgy and church in
contemporary Christianity, so we invite you into the conversation. Read, mark, learn, and
inwardly digest these writings with us, and join in the conversation for the sake of the mystery
exercised, glimpsed and given in the church’s celebrations.1. John Cotton, Way of Life Or God’s
Way and Course (London, UK: Fawne and Geilbrand, 1641), 105–6.Baptismal History Informing
the Present1Bodies at BaptismANDREA BIELERTHE SACRAMENT OF BAPTISM is the
tangible and corporeal event in which divine grace is being poured out onto bodies in the
encounter with Christ. Baptism is the sacrament of deliverance and deep transformation. The
human person who is entangled in the powers of sin as alienation from God, neighbor, and the
planet Earth is rescued. In Baptism, thus, a saved body emerges through ritual acts that are
attentive to words that bear divine promise and to material elements such as water and oil that
carry the powers of cleansing, forgiveness, and healing. Both words and elements are directed
towards the body being baptized.There is an intimate dimension to Baptism that lifts up the
singularity of the individual person before God: Right before Baptism one’s name is uttered and
placed in HaShem, whom Christians confess as the Triune God.1 At the same time Baptism is
the initiation rite through which individuals become part of a communal body, the church as the
body of Christ. In the rite of Baptism, people are absorbed into the body of Christ through water,
Word, and Spirit—a body so porous and fluid that human beings can be immersed in it.



Belonging to Christ through Baptism evokes a loss of self as egocentric autopoeisis. This loss is
acted out in ritualized gestures that pertain in particular ways to the body. These gestures hint at
an eccentric understanding of belonging: a particular name is voiced in the assembly and
becomes immediately immersed in Divine Mystery. Even in the act of dying, an eccentric
dynamic emerges: those who are baptized die and rise with Christ. In this interrelatedness a new
identity emerges that is signified in the wearing of a new garment.Baptism can thus be
perceived as ritual space of Christian identity formation that is intimate, eccentric, communal,
and cosmological. The cosmological dimension transpires through the element of water—the
connecting tissue between the individual body and the planet; both depend on it as a matter of
death or life. Many early depictions of baptismal rites and theologies imply an understanding of
the connection between the physical body and the cosmos that is most intriguing for
contemporary discussions that seek to emphasize the theological significance of the ecological
dimension of this water ritual.2 Dale Martin spells out the connection between the microcosmic
body of the individual and the macrocosmic body: they resemble each other in terms of the
basic materiality of that they consist. They also bear similarities in terms of the way they function
in the creation of a healthy balance.3 These speculations about the micro and the macro body
can be found in Plato, pre-Socratic philosophers, and Hippocratic medical theory who
converge:in assuming that the human self (body and soul) was composed of the same elements
as the universe: air (pneuma), earth, water, and fire. Thus the dynamics that one saw at work in
the external cosmos could be read onto and into the human body, the inner body being buffeted
by the same weather as the outer body. . . . As is already apparent, construing the body as really
(not just figuratively) a microcosm blurs any boundaries between the inner and the outer body.
The workings of the internal body are not just an imitation of the mechanics of the universe;
rather, they are part of it, constantly influenced by it.4In acts of renunciation, anointing, and in
immersion the permeability of the microcosmic and the macrocosmic body becomes tangible.
What is “inside” the body has an intense relationship to the “outside”—the environment that
shapes embodied living every moment as we breathe in and out. For Cyril of Jerusalem, for
example, the oil used for exorcisms has the power to drive away the enemy’s power, and the
breath of the saints can drive out devils. Oil and breath have the capacity to enter the porous
body through the skin and other body openings and to remove evil spirits that hover inside.5It
thus seems to be of pivotal theological significance to pay attention to what happens to bodies in
Baptism. The saved body is ritualized into existence; from there meaning making and corporeal
interpretation emerge. Drawing on a deconstructivist understanding of embodiment as practice,
we are led to ask how the saved body emerges from this ritual as words are sung and spoken
over the body and things are done to the body. Interpellations (Anrufungen) that speak particular
bodies into existence as well as the gaze of the gathered assembly that rests upon the body to
be baptized come into focus.6A phenomenologically oriented approach to embodiment will also
take the subjective dimension into account that explores the felt sense of the participants.
Attending to the historical documents that are available to us, we need to acknowledge that



there are not very many sources in which participants describe their embodied felt sense of
Baptism. One treasured exception is the witness that Ephrem the Syrian (306–73) gave about
his own Baptism: “For when the waves of oil lift me up, they hand me over to the sayings about
Christ, and then the waves of Christ bear me back to the symbols (mysteries) of oil. The waves
meet each other, and I am in their midst.”7 His own Baptism evokes in Ephrem a sense of being
overwhelmed; he captures this sense in the wave image: He is carried away on the mighty
waves of anointing that evoke an interplay between the teachings about Christ and the sensual
experience of anointing. In the dramatic synaesthetic interplay of the audible, the tactile and the
olfactory, the baptismal event unfolds.In what follows, I seek to explore the attention that is given
to bodies at Baptism and the theological significance this body awareness might imply. I claim
that the performative dimension of bodily engagement in Baptism is pivotal for baptismal
theology. I proceed by highlighting two historical examples for the sake of further constructive
theological work.Standing naked without shameI begin with some glimpses into the
Mystagogical Catechesis of Cyril of Jerusalem (fourth century) by focusing on the significance of
nakedness. Cyril offers homilies for the neophytes that retrospectively interpret the meaning of
the Baptism they had received. The body technologies these homilies reflect are couched in
thick descriptions of the tangible quality of the rites themselves. Woven into these descriptions
we find intense processes of meaning making, in that the body practices described become an
intense field of theological explanation. What is written onto the body becomes almost a site of
revelatory knowledge, filled with references to Scripture and theological allusions. Cyril speaks
of bodily practices as symbolizing something. Cyril often times juxtaposes symbol and reality in
a Platonic way indicating that the symbol is less real than the thing it symbolizes. He
nevertheless assumes an ontology of participation that means that the body participates in the
reality it signifies.Cyril explains what happened upon entry into the baptistery:Upon entering [the
baptistery] you took off your clothing, and this symbolised your stripping off of “the old nature
with its practices.” Stripped naked, in this too you were imitating Christ naked on the cross, who
in his darkness, “disarmed the principalities and powers” and on the wood of the cross publicly
“triumphed over them.” . . . This was a remarkable occasion, for you stood naked in the sight of all
and you were not ashamed. You truly mirrored our first-created parent Adam who stood naked in
Paradise and was not ashamed.8The interpretation of nakedness these sequences provide is
preceded by a reading of Romans 6 that alludes to Baptism into Christ’s death; the cited
passage is followed by a description of prebaptismal anointing with exorcistic functions. Then
the actual baptismal act happens.What is written onto the bodies of those who stand naked is
the departure of the old nature, of Adam after the fall, a body in whose limbs corrupted desire
has lurked. What emerges is Adam in paradise, a body that stands naked and is not ashamed.
The naked body right before Baptism is thus already placed in the garden of paradise. The
naked body before Baptism does not know shame anymore.9 Also, in the act of standing naked,
Christ on the cross is imitated. The place of deepest despair and vulnerability becomes the
place of disarming power. Nakedness thus becomes a means for the performance of eccentric



identity in relation to Christ and to the garden of creation. It is a technology of the body that
initiates transformation with regard to shame and power. The scene as depicted by Cyril can be
interpreted as a liminal practice in which the weakening of the body that has been made
vulnerable opens up the possibility of deep transformation.Margaret Miles provides a summary
of the major motives that Christian authors attached to the issue of nakedness in fourth-century
sources that are considered orthodox: stripping off of the old man with his deeds, imitation of
Christ, leaving the world, death and rebirth, new life, the undoing of shame, and quasi
martyrdom.10The historical significance of nakedness in Baptism ought to be discussed by
situating the issue of nudity within the larger cultural context. Regarding the cultural customs in
Roman bath houses, Miles assumes that mixed naked bathing came to be gradually customary
in the fourth century. This tendency to accept mixed bathing practices however was rejected by a
variety of Christian authors. Cyprian and Jerome warn consecrated virgins in particular not to go
to bath houses in which males are present since the virgins would quench the hot desires of
youth. 11 A harsh critique was also uttered against the display of naked bodies in the context of
gladiatorial games in the coliseum, which were associated with the devil’s pomp. Augustine,
pointing to the spectators who went into a frenzy watching the games and their cruelty, spoke of
this audience as offering incense to the demons with their hearts.12 Miles concludes:Christian
naked baptism, then, cannot be understood as a continuation of secular culture made feasible
by Christians’ familiarity with and acceptance of secular nakedness. Ironically, the appropriate
context for Christian baptism must rather be Christian aversion to secular nakedness, an
aversion informed by the sense that a human body because of its intimate connection with the
soul should not be casually or carelessly exposed. For Christians following an incarnated Christ
naked bodies have religious meaning; bodies are the site and naked bodies the symbol of
religious subjectivity.13In contrast, historian Laurie Guy takes another stance regarding the
depiction of nakedness as it is portrayed in Cyril’s homily as well as in other texts; he doubts that
the descriptions we find in these texts indeed reflect actual practice. Guy contends that the
allusions to nakedness were rather meant to be understood in a metaphorical sense since
nudity was so much disputed by Christian writers.14 Even if we cannot come to a final
conclusion with regard to the historicity of the depiction of nakedness in Baptism, it is
nevertheless crucially important for theological inquiry into Baptism to engage the somatic
imagination of these early writings.15 The somatic imagination of the texts offer a powerful
reframing of nakedness. When the devil’s pomp—a notion that hints at the imperial games—is
contested in its cruelty during renunciations and the nakedness of Adam is evoked, the baptized
body is removed from the coliseum to the garden of paradise.In more general terms we may say
that early and medieval baptismal rites are filled with dramatic actions that pertain to the body;
stripping off clothes and standing naked is just one of them. In addition we can see fasting,
anointing of the entire body or of particular parts of the body, the ritual closure of body openings
by offering the sign of the cross, breathing into the face, covering of the ear with saliva, putting
salt onto the tongue, and immersion and sprinkling practices. Following the baptismal rite, the



kiss of peace was exchanged and the participation in the Eucharist was practiced. These
diverse rites imply a synaesthetic interplay in which sensual experience inspires religious
insights: what Baptism effects and evokes is understood not only through the ears of those who
listen to homilies, but also through the senses of taste, smell, and touch. When Cyril speaks of
the neophytes as the aroma of Christ to God by referring to postbaptismal anointing, he probably
is alluding not only to 2 Cor 2:14–16 but also to the sensual experience such anointings did
evoke.16 When Cyril describes the triple submersion of the neophytes as the symbolic dying
and rising with Christ, he offers a very visceral and embodied interpretation of the reading of
Romans 6.Signing the cross onto the bodyThe era of the Reformation has often been
associated with a departure from embodied ritual as a move away from the external body
environment towards the interior of the believing self. According to this view, faith is not so much
expressed and embodied in the exterior gestures of ritual; rather it is located in the interior space
of the believer where faith as the habit of the heart resides.We could be inclined to interpret
Luther’s second revision of the Baptismal Booklet (Taufbüchlein) in this vein. The second edition
from 1526 shows a diminution of ritual actions and gestures compared to the version of 1523,
which is still very close to the Roman rite.17In the epilogue to the 1523 version of the rite, he
already utters his reservations when it comes to particular practices:Now remember, too, that in
baptism the external things are the least important, such as blowing under the eyes, signing with
the cross, putting salt into the mouth, putting spittle and clay into the ears and nose, anointing
the breast and shoulders with oil, signing the crown of the head with chrism, putting on the
christening robe, placing a burning candle in the hand, and whatever else has been added by
many to embellish baptism.18In the 1526 edition, regarding the rites situated in front of the
church, Luther suggests reducing the exsufflation to just the words and consequently neglecting
the breathing under the eyes of the person to be baptized. In addition he recommends omitting
entirely the salt rite, which was supposed to deliver another exorcism as salt is put into the
mouth. Luther also considered the ephphatha rite to be a superfluous action in which the priest
touches the right ear of the person to be baptized with spittle. Inside the sanctuary, the
prebaptismal anointing of the chest and the shoulders, as well as the postbaptismal anointing of
the head, particularly the parting, ought to be skipped. This pertains also to the sign of
peace.We might say that Luther indeed devalues in his revisions the external body environment
that had been the site of particular ritual actions. He characterizes the rites that ought to be
abolished as less valuable pieces, which are only a superficial adornment added onto the
baptismal rite. These rites relate to the surface of the skin as well as to the openings of the body:
mouth, ears, eyes, and nose. The ritual actions that pertain to such openings do have a dual
function in the Roman rite: the ephphatha rite is supposed to stimulate the sense of hearing and
the ability to speak. It refers back to the healing of the person who was deaf-mute in Mark 7:32–
37. The salt rite relates to the body opening of the mouth; it serves as an exorcism that is
supposed to inspire the sense of taste for the reception of the gift of wisdom.The rites have to be
understood in the context of exorcisms. Satan as well as evil spirits invade the body through its



orifices. The treatment of body openings that occur in baptismal rites should be understood as a
practice of defense. Consequently, we might say that prebaptismal anointings that are perceived
to have exorcistic power have protective functions; they are also able to drive out evil spirits that
lurk inside the body. It is thus not only the openings of the body but also the skin that is a
permeable organ through that evil spirits can enter.The omissions Luther proposes seek to
repulse Satan as a power that pushes from the external corporeal environment into the internal
body space. Since the reformer is willing to let go of such practices, how does he describe the
essential significance of Baptism? How can he describe Baptism as our sole consolation, as
foundation for the reception of all divine gifts bestowed upon the believer, and as entrance into
the holy assembly?For the sake of a theology of Baptism that seeks to pay attention to the
corporeal and performative aspects, we need to return once more to Luther’s reform proposals
that he laid out in the 1526 edition of the Taufbüchlein. On the one hand the speech acts are
retained that were related to the exsufflation, the oration with the flood prayer (Sintflutgebet), the
exorcisms in shortened form. He also preserves the Lord’s Prayer, the words spoken at the
entrance into the church, the renunciation of the devil, the creed, and the questions that are to
affirm the desire to baptize as well as the answers of the godparents. With regards to the ritual
actions before entering the church, he holds on to the sign of the cross to be made on the
forehead and the chest with the common words (“receive the sign of the cross”). Luther also
suggests keeping the laying on of hands during the Lord’s Prayer, the actual baptismal rite
through immersion and concluding, the dressing of the neophyte with the christening gown
(Westerhemd).We can recognize that the concentration on the openings of the body fades into
the background. This shifting attention allows for a reorientation and a focus on the sign of the
cross placed on the forehead and the chest. The inscription of the sign of the cross onto the
body is the preparation for the Holy Spirit to enter. At the same time the speech acts pertaining
to the exorcism that are spoken in front of the church door are retained: “Depart you unclean
spirit.” This speech act is amplified in the renunciation of the devil that the godparents proclaim
on behalf of the child.I suggest that what we see here is not devaluation of the body or outer
ritual practices in favor of an inner conviction of faith. Rather, we see a reframing and shifting of
ritual actions so that a theology of the body comes into focus that is not constrained by binary
dualisms such as internal or external, work (ritual) or faith, ritual gesture or word. Luther
accentuates over and over again the significance of the external social and corporeal space that
is inhabited by living bodies:Indeed, it has to be an outward thing that we can touch and
comprehend, and thereby draw into our heart, since the entire Gospel is an outward oral
proclamation. Summing up, the things God wants to do as an effect in us, God seeks to
accomplish through outward orders.19Luther unfolds an understanding of the body as a space
that can be inhabited either by unclean spirits or by the Holy Spirit. Baptism effects a
fundamental change: people are removed from the sphere of Satan into the sphere of the Holy
Spirit. This transformation not only pertains to the individual corporeal space but also has social
consequences within communities. Through the power of the Spirit, a new social Gestalt is given



to the assembly. Through Baptism the assembly is continuously transformed into a community of
priests who are rescued through exorcistic speech acts, the sign of the cross, and the act of
immersion from the powers of evil spirits and Satan. For Luther, belonging to Christ through
Baptism occurs in a change of power spheres in which the body and its social environment are
transformed.20The baptismal booklets of the German Enlightenment, however, brought a
devaluation of the corporeal experience in Baptism, as it became imperative to abolish all ritual
actions that were considered to be magic or against reason. The worship books of the
Enlightenment focused on the homily that was supposed to address the family of the child to be
baptized; they also offered alternative rephrasing of the creeds, the Lord’s Prayer, or the
baptismal formula. These rites focused on an individual address of the family of origin; shared
ritual practice disappeared more and more. The power of the baptismal rite was situated in the
domain of cognitive expression through language; ritual gestures and embodied participation
were not trusted as transmitters of meaningful baptismal theology.Contemporary Protestant
baptismal rites in Germany have reintegrated a variety of ritual practices that highlight bodily
engagement; the suspicion of the Enlightenment that devalued bodily intuition in ritual seems
not to carry much contemporary weight. Empirical studies on the reception of baptismal
practices within the assembly emphasize that the key scenes that leave an impression on the
participants are not so much located in the cognitive sphere of words remembered but rather in
embodied gestures. The emotional density of memories of baptismal celebrations are related to
an overall sense of incorporation into community, as well as to ritual actions such as the signing
of the cross, the water ritual, the passing on and the holding of the baby to be baptized, and the
baptismal blessing. Parents remember less the wordy explanations of what actions are about;
they instead point to the significance of ritual actions.21Bodies at Baptism matter. What is done
to the body shapes in significant ways baptismal theologies expressed in liturgical texts,
baptismal homilies, and personal reflections. Bodies at Baptism matter: salvation occurs when
Spirit sinks into flesh through corporeal rites such as standing naked, anointing, signing the
cross, and immersion. In Baptism the mystery of the incarnation is celebrated: the Word
becomes flesh and the human body becomes a site of salvation.BibliographyAugustine.
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happening to him he found delight in the murderous contest and was inebriated by bloodthirsty
pleasure.13. Miles, Carnal Knowing, 29–30.14. Guy, Introducing Early Christianity, 220ff.15. My
use of the term “somatic imagination” is inspired by Carolyn Walker Bynum’s deliberations on the
depictions of the human body as a site of religious expression, e.g., when it comes to the
relationship with Christ and understandings of the incarnation, salvation, and healing. See
Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption, 181–91.16. Yarnold, “Fourth-Century Baptismal
Homilies: Cyril of Jerusalem,” 83.17. The first Baptismal Booklet published in 1523 was mainly a
translation of the Roman rite of the Magdeburg Agenda of 1497. It contained only minor
changes.18. Leupold, Luther’s Works: Liturgy and Hymns, 53:102. In German (Luther,



“Taufbüchlein,” 536.l.2–537.l.3):So gedenke nu, daß in dem Täufen diese äußerliche Stücke das
geringste sind, als da ist: unter Augen blasen, Kreuze anstreichen, Salz in den Mund geben,
Speichel und Kot in die Ohren und Nasen tun, mit Öle auf der Brust und Schuldern salben und
mit Cresem die Scheitel bestreichen, Westerhembd anziehen und brennend Kerzen in die Händ
geben, und was das mehr ist, das von Menschen, die Taufe zu zieren, hinzugetan ist.19. Luther,
“Von Der Taufe, Großer Katechismus, Teil 4,” 697.l.4–10, “Ja, es soll und muß äußerlich sein,
daß man’s mit Sinnen fassen und begreifen und dadurch ins Herz bringen könne, wie denn das
ganze Evangelion ein äußerliche mündliche Predigt ist. Summa, was Gott in uns tuet und wirket,
will er durch solch äußerliche Ordnung wirken.”20. Gutmann, Symbole Zwischen Macht Und
Spiel, 247.21. See Sommer, Kindertaufe, 294–300.2Incorporate into the Society of the
SpiritBaptismal Practice and Ecclesiologyin Augustine’s North AfricaWALTER
KNOWLESIntroductionAUGUSTINE, IN HIS DEBATES with both the Donatists and the
Pelagians, started, as the well-trained rhetorician he was, with that on which he and his
opponents agreed—the practice of Baptism in the community of the Western church—and
worked out the implications of that practice. However, his theology of Baptism and its
relationship to the church is not always obvious in these controversial writings, for in them,
Baptism, and infant Baptism in particular, does not function as a ground of the church, but only
as a malleus haereticorum, a hammer against those who would divide the church into the “holy
athletes” and all the rest of us. The practice in late fourth-century Africa is not the individualistic
practice that dominates Baptism from the Middle Ages onward, nor is it the cure for a sinfulness
which resides primarily in the person. Paul Kolbet wrote:For the mature Augustine, sin derives its
power less from individual weakness than from the manner in which our souls are embedded in
the deeply flawed communities to which we owe our physical existence. It is thereby an
unavoidable feature of our social lives and formation.22The paschal power of Baptism in
Augustine’s church is found in communal salvation from this communal sinfulness. It is the
repeated communal constellation of sacraments which embeds us in the new and redeemed
community of the Spirit of God. Augustine’s own theology and the practice of the church in North
Africa have significant implications for baptismal life in the church of our own time. His theologies
of baptismal redemption came from the awareness of the church as the redeemed body of
Christ and the realization that Baptism is the entrance into the full life of that body, in the power
of the Holy Spirit.Augustine’s early baptismal ecclesiologyIn Augustine’s Early Theology of the
Church, David Alexander stated that Augustine’s early ecclesiology was latent rather than
obvious, as it became in his battles with the Donatists.23 His earliest visions of the church were
of the people of God singing24 and Ambrose preaching,25 both presumably at morning and
evening prayers. His earliest writing was also the work of a educated lay person rather than that
of an ecclesial functionary. These pre-controversial writings are important as a source of
Augustine’s baptismal ecclesiology, for Carol Harrison cautioned that his theology must be
considered as a whole, rather than the output of a split personality dominated by its
opponents.26 Augustine’s baptismal ecclesiology was grounded in his biographical reflection,



and there is no better place to begin an exploration of that theology than in his anamnesis of his
own journey through the catechumenate into adult baptismal faith that he called
Confessions.Confessions was not the biography of a “pagan who found Jesus,” but rather an
exploration of what it means to be a Christian. Augustine lived in a cultus, as did virtually all
educated late-fourth-century persons:Augustine probably never “missed church” a week in his
life. He was a Catholic catechumen until 18, followed the Manichees enthusiastically for years
after, and still participated, at least outwardly, in their cult while living with them in Rome. On
going to Milan he takes up orthodox Christianity again. It is typical of late antique men that they
are rarely (if ever) cultless.27This continuing experience of church in relative fullness gave
Augustine the basis for his expanding ecclesiology.Enrollment as a catechumenAugustine was
the child of Patricius, possibly a catechumen, and Monnica, a baptized Christian. “The
atmosphere at their home was Christian, yet he was not baptized.”28 Instead, he was enrolled
as a catechumen soon after his birth. In Confessions, he wrote:Already in my boyhood I was
taught about the eternal life promised us through the Lord’s lowliness reaching down to our
haughtiness—I was signed already with his cross, seasoned with his salt, when I left the womb
of my mother, who turned fervently to you.29Augustine did not censure Monnica’s failure to have
him baptized; indeed, Augustine wrote that “the name of Christ was bestowed on [him] from his
infancy.”30 The pattern of “Christian-making” in which Monnica participated is reflected in the
early sacramentaries; the Gallican and Gothic sacramentaries titled the prayers for the initiation
of the catechumenate in the fourth- and fifth-century tradition: “ad christianum faciendum.”31 It is
only as the infant catechumenate waned that the Gelasian sacramentary called it “ad
catechumenum ex pagano faciendum.”32 The sign of the cross in enrollment is “sanctification;”
in De peccatorum meritis et remissione, Augustine wrote:There is not just one kind of
sanctification. For catechumens are sanctified in their way through the sign of Christ and the
laying on of hands in prayer. What they receive is not the Body of Christ . . . 33and the seal of
Christ on the forehead is a fundamental exorcism, for it drives away Satan from the
believer.34Augustine was a Christian from that seasoning with salt, but though he trusted in
Jesus, he was not a full member of the body of Christ. As a bishop he later encouraged the
catechumens to take the step into the fullness of relationship:Hence, I urged and still urge our
brothers and sisters the catechumens. For, if you question them, they have already believed in
Jesus; but because they do not yet receive his body and blood, Jesus has not yet trusted himself
to them. What must they do for Jesus to trust himself to them? Let them be reborn of water and
the Spirit; let the church make known those to whom she has given birth. They have been
conceived, let them be brought forth into the light.35Clinical BaptismThere is a note of
disapproval almost immediately in Augustine’s narrative, for when he fell gravely ill, he was
prepared for Baptism, and then, upon recovery, not baptized:You saw, Lord, how I, while still a
boy, almost died from a sudden attack of chest fever. . . . [My mother] made quick arrangements
for the rites of my ablution in the saving mysteries, with my testimony to you, Lord Jesus, for
forgiveness of my sins. Only, instantly, I recovered—so my cleansing was put off.36In



Confessions, there is no mention of what came to be known as infant Baptism—the Baptism of
presumably healthy young children in Christian families, prior to their being able to answer the
baptismal scrutinies on their own. Baptism is converting Baptism, and the only example of a
Baptism where the candidate cannot answer personally is that of a young friend whom
Augustine had lead into Manicheism. The friend, lying insensible in a lethal sweat and given up
for lost, was baptized without knowing it.37 Baptism in extremis appears to be the only
significant deviation from adult intentional initiation in the fourth and fifth centuries.38 This is
certainly the case in Augustine’s discussion of Baptism of infants in De Genesi ad litteram, book
10. Here the context is perimortem Baptism, and he reminded the reader that the church
teaches that “parents should hasten with their babies while they are still alive and help them
while still alive.”39 William Harmless states:Infant baptism was often emergency baptism. We
should not presume that the practice of infant baptism was the pastoral norm, as it is today, just
because Augustine and the Pelagians debated the meaning of infant baptism so frequently and
so vigorously.40The retreat at CassiciacumThe salting Augustine received as an infant “took,”
and it led him through much of the intellectual culture of the late antique western empire. He
turned to the Manichees because he understood them to be better interpreters of Paul than the
Catholics of North Africa. He turned away from Manicheism to Academic philosophy because
Manichean exegesis did not grasp the whole of the Scriptures, nor did its cosmology provide an
adequate scientific explanation of the world. Finally, he did not convert to a belief in Christ; he
“therefore continued [to be] in the status of “catechumen” (in which my parents over time
commended me), until the reliable illumination of Baptism would shine on the path I was to
follow.”41 He thus answered, “Is it enough to plod along in the path where my parents put me as
child, until truth turns up?”42 with: “I had decided to [keep on being] a catechumen in the church,
the way given to me by my parents, until I either found what I was looking for, or until I was
persuaded that I wouldn’t find it there.”43In both of these passages, Augustine used the present
tense of “to be”; He chose to be what he was—a Christian—not to become something he was
not.44

10. Miles, Carnal Knowing, 35.11. Ibid., 29.12. In Confessions 6.8.13 (Augustine, Confessions,
101), Augustine describes at length the uncontrolled desire for bloodshed that emerges from
watching the display of naked bodies at the gladiator games. Pointing to the example of his
friend Alypius he writes:He was struck in the soul by a wound graver than the gladiator in his
body whose fall had caused the roar. . . . As soon as he saw the blood, he at once drank in
savagery and did not turn away. His eyes were riveted. He imbibed madness. Without any
awareness about what was happening to him he found delight in the murderous contest and was
inebriated by bloodthirsty pleasure.13. Miles, Carnal Knowing, 29–30.14. Guy, Introducing Early
Christianity, 220ff.15. My use of the term “somatic imagination” is inspired by Carolyn Walker
Bynum’s deliberations on the depictions of the human body as a site of religious expression,
e.g., when it comes to the relationship with Christ and understandings of the incarnation,



salvation, and healing. See Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption, 181–91.16. Yarnold,
“Fourth-Century Baptismal Homilies: Cyril of Jerusalem,” 83.17. The first Baptismal Booklet
published in 1523 was mainly a translation of the Roman rite of the Magdeburg Agenda of 1497.
It contained only minor changes.18. Leupold, Luther’s Works: Liturgy and Hymns, 53:102. In
German (Luther, “Taufbüchlein,” 536.l.2–537.l.3):So gedenke nu, daß in dem Täufen diese
äußerliche Stücke das geringste sind, als da ist: unter Augen blasen, Kreuze anstreichen, Salz
in den Mund geben, Speichel und Kot in die Ohren und Nasen tun, mit Öle auf der Brust und
Schuldern salben und mit Cresem die Scheitel bestreichen, Westerhembd anziehen und
brennend Kerzen in die Händ geben, und was das mehr ist, das von Menschen, die Taufe zu
zieren, hinzugetan ist.19. Luther, “Von Der Taufe, Großer Katechismus, Teil 4,” 697.l.4–10, “Ja, es
soll und muß äußerlich sein, daß man’s mit Sinnen fassen und begreifen und dadurch ins Herz
bringen könne, wie denn das ganze Evangelion ein äußerliche mündliche Predigt ist. Summa,
was Gott in uns tuet und wirket, will er durch solch äußerliche Ordnung wirken.”20. Gutmann,
Symbole Zwischen Macht Und Spiel, 247.21. See Sommer, Kindertaufe, 294–300.2Incorporate
into the Society of the SpiritBaptismal Practice and Ecclesiologyin Augustine’s North
AfricaWALTER KNOWLESIntroductionAUGUSTINE, IN HIS DEBATES with both the Donatists
and the Pelagians, started, as the well-trained rhetorician he was, with that on which he and his
opponents agreed—the practice of Baptism in the community of the Western church—and
worked out the implications of that practice. However, his theology of Baptism and its
relationship to the church is not always obvious in these controversial writings, for in them,
Baptism, and infant Baptism in particular, does not function as a ground of the church, but only
as a malleus haereticorum, a hammer against those who would divide the church into the “holy
athletes” and all the rest of us. The practice in late fourth-century Africa is not the individualistic
practice that dominates Baptism from the Middle Ages onward, nor is it the cure for a sinfulness
which resides primarily in the person. Paul Kolbet wrote:For the mature Augustine, sin derives its
power less from individual weakness than from the manner in which our souls are embedded in
the deeply flawed communities to which we owe our physical existence. It is thereby an
unavoidable feature of our social lives and formation.22The paschal power of Baptism in
Augustine’s church is found in communal salvation from this communal sinfulness. It is the
repeated communal constellation of sacraments which embeds us in the new and redeemed
community of the Spirit of God. Augustine’s own theology and the practice of the church in North
Africa have significant implications for baptismal life in the church of our own time. His theologies
of baptismal redemption came from the awareness of the church as the redeemed body of
Christ and the realization that Baptism is the entrance into the full life of that body, in the power
of the Holy Spirit.Augustine’s early baptismal ecclesiologyIn Augustine’s Early Theology of the
Church, David Alexander stated that Augustine’s early ecclesiology was latent rather than
obvious, as it became in his battles with the Donatists.23 His earliest visions of the church were
of the people of God singing24 and Ambrose preaching,25 both presumably at morning and
evening prayers. His earliest writing was also the work of a educated lay person rather than that



of an ecclesial functionary. These pre-controversial writings are important as a source of
Augustine’s baptismal ecclesiology, for Carol Harrison cautioned that his theology must be
considered as a whole, rather than the output of a split personality dominated by its
opponents.26 Augustine’s baptismal ecclesiology was grounded in his biographical reflection,
and there is no better place to begin an exploration of that theology than in his anamnesis of his
own journey through the catechumenate into adult baptismal faith that he called
Confessions.Confessions was not the biography of a “pagan who found Jesus,” but rather an
exploration of what it means to be a Christian. Augustine lived in a cultus, as did virtually all
educated late-fourth-century persons:Augustine probably never “missed church” a week in his
life. He was a Catholic catechumen until 18, followed the Manichees enthusiastically for years
after, and still participated, at least outwardly, in their cult while living with them in Rome. On
going to Milan he takes up orthodox Christianity again. It is typical of late antique men that they
are rarely (if ever) cultless.27This continuing experience of church in relative fullness gave
Augustine the basis for his expanding ecclesiology.Enrollment as a catechumenAugustine was
the child of Patricius, possibly a catechumen, and Monnica, a baptized Christian. “The
atmosphere at their home was Christian, yet he was not baptized.”28 Instead, he was enrolled
as a catechumen soon after his birth. In Confessions, he wrote:Already in my boyhood I was
taught about the eternal life promised us through the Lord’s lowliness reaching down to our
haughtiness—I was signed already with his cross, seasoned with his salt, when I left the womb
of my mother, who turned fervently to you.29Augustine did not censure Monnica’s failure to have
him baptized; indeed, Augustine wrote that “the name of Christ was bestowed on [him] from his
infancy.”30 The pattern of “Christian-making” in which Monnica participated is reflected in the
early sacramentaries; the Gallican and Gothic sacramentaries titled the prayers for the initiation
of the catechumenate in the fourth- and fifth-century tradition: “ad christianum faciendum.”31 It is
only as the infant catechumenate waned that the Gelasian sacramentary called it “ad
catechumenum ex pagano faciendum.”32 The sign of the cross in enrollment is “sanctification;”
in De peccatorum meritis et remissione, Augustine wrote:There is not just one kind of
sanctification. For catechumens are sanctified in their way through the sign of Christ and the
laying on of hands in prayer. What they receive is not the Body of Christ . . . 33and the seal of
Christ on the forehead is a fundamental exorcism, for it drives away Satan from the
believer.34Augustine was a Christian from that seasoning with salt, but though he trusted in
Jesus, he was not a full member of the body of Christ. As a bishop he later encouraged the
catechumens to take the step into the fullness of relationship:Hence, I urged and still urge our
brothers and sisters the catechumens. For, if you question them, they have already believed in
Jesus; but because they do not yet receive his body and blood, Jesus has not yet trusted himself
to them. What must they do for Jesus to trust himself to them? Let them be reborn of water and
the Spirit; let the church make known those to whom she has given birth. They have been
conceived, let them be brought forth into the light.35Clinical BaptismThere is a note of
disapproval almost immediately in Augustine’s narrative, for when he fell gravely ill, he was



prepared for Baptism, and then, upon recovery, not baptized:You saw, Lord, how I, while still a
boy, almost died from a sudden attack of chest fever. . . . [My mother] made quick arrangements
for the rites of my ablution in the saving mysteries, with my testimony to you, Lord Jesus, for
forgiveness of my sins. Only, instantly, I recovered—so my cleansing was put off.36In
Confessions, there is no mention of what came to be known as infant Baptism—the Baptism of
presumably healthy young children in Christian families, prior to their being able to answer the
baptismal scrutinies on their own. Baptism is converting Baptism, and the only example of a
Baptism where the candidate cannot answer personally is that of a young friend whom
Augustine had lead into Manicheism. The friend, lying insensible in a lethal sweat and given up
for lost, was baptized without knowing it.37 Baptism in extremis appears to be the only
significant deviation from adult intentional initiation in the fourth and fifth centuries.38 This is
certainly the case in Augustine’s discussion of Baptism of infants in De Genesi ad litteram, book
10. Here the context is perimortem Baptism, and he reminded the reader that the church
teaches that “parents should hasten with their babies while they are still alive and help them
while still alive.”39 William Harmless states:Infant baptism was often emergency baptism. We
should not presume that the practice of infant baptism was the pastoral norm, as it is today, just
because Augustine and the Pelagians debated the meaning of infant baptism so frequently and
so vigorously.40The retreat at CassiciacumThe salting Augustine received as an infant “took,”
and it led him through much of the intellectual culture of the late antique western empire. He
turned to the Manichees because he understood them to be better interpreters of Paul than the
Catholics of North Africa. He turned away from Manicheism to Academic philosophy because
Manichean exegesis did not grasp the whole of the Scriptures, nor did its cosmology provide an
adequate scientific explanation of the world. Finally, he did not convert to a belief in Christ; he
“therefore continued [to be] in the status of “catechumen” (in which my parents over time
commended me), until the reliable illumination of Baptism would shine on the path I was to
follow.”41 He thus answered, “Is it enough to plod along in the path where my parents put me as
child, until truth turns up?”42 with: “I had decided to [keep on being] a catechumen in the church,
the way given to me by my parents, until I either found what I was looking for, or until I was
persuaded that I wouldn’t find it there.”43In both of these passages, Augustine used the present
tense of “to be”; He chose to be what he was—a Christian—not to become something he was
not.44Continuing to keep on being a catechumen was at least one of the significant causes for
his retreating with some of his friends to an estate at Cassiciacum, where he explored the
interface of faith and philosophy. Throughout the Cassiciacum dialogs45 we have the reflection
of someone who had probably seen the public rites of initiation: enrollment into the
catechumenate, enrollment into the competentes, and the scrutinies. Mysteria and its cognates
occur relatively frequently, but with a changing meaning. Early on, mysteria is knowledge, but
later in the Dialogs it refers to the process of acquiring knowledge; sacramentum and its
cognates do not occur. Baptism is thus a gateway into the community of the enlightened.
Monnica, as the only member of the Dialogs community with significant experience as a



baptized Christian, shines as a wisdom figure at the end of De beata vita (4.28 and 4.36) and in
De ordine (2.1.1). All the members of the Cassiciacum circle were at least catechumens
(Augustine was not yet even one of the competentes) and, as we have seen above, all were
“Christians,” and thus participated in a life of prayer, praise, reflection on Scripture, and
theological exploration. It is impossible to see Augustine’s prayer in Soliloquies as that of anyone
other than a committed Christian:I come to you for the very things whereby an approach can be
made to you, so that I might beseech you again. For the one whom you abandon is lost forever.
But you do not abandon anyone, for you are the perfect good, which no one has rightly searched
for and not found. All those who rightly search for you, you have caused to search rightly for you.
Make me, father, search for you, protect me from evil, and as I search, let there be nothing else
for me other than you, I beg you father. If there is in me a desire for anything that would weigh me
down, rid me of it yourself and make me fit to see you.46But that April, the philosopher who
simply desired to be purified of his past so that he could continue, with more intensity and
authority, his life of theological and philosophical otium, was baptized. With that Baptism, his
theology and philosophy opened out to the church and world around him. As James O’Donnell
writes:There is no reason to think that these ideas [developed in the Cassiciacum Dialogs] about
the liberal disciplines were in any essential way incompatible with the practice and belief of
Christianity in Augustine’s time. Though he himself moved beyond them, that is at least in part
because he believed that those ideas about the disciplinae were assimilated into and made less
urgently necessary by the disciplinae ecclesiae.47Baptizing AugustineAt the culmination of this
part of his journey in faith, Augustine turned in his name for Baptism to Ambrose and was
baptized with his son Adeodatus and his friend, Alypius. His account of their final stage as
competentes is terse, and may even reflect Ambrose’s own caution that the infantes not be
underwhelmed by their experience:48And when it was time for me to turn in my name [i.e., to
enroll as one of the competentes], we left the country and returned to Milan. Alypius chose to be
born again in you along with me. . . . We took with us my son, Adeodataus.49Typical of
Augustine, he was much more moved by the music of hymns and canticles than by the “awe-
inspiring rites of initiation,” even after we take account of his respect for the disciplina arcana.
Then, without a further word, he was off to continue his journey south through Rome to
Thagaste.The standard pattern: Infant dedication with adult BaptismThis early dedication of an
infant with the intention of adult Baptism bears all the evidence of normativity, not just in less
than fully-committed households such as Augustine’s, but also in the best of observant homes.
We have Augustine’s unique reflection on his inner journey, but he was by no means unusual
among the great leaders of Christianity, or even the simple believers, in the fourth and fifth
centuries.50 It seems that a pattern of early catechumenate and adult Baptism was almost a
biographical requirement for substantial leadership in the early post-Constantinian church,51
and its normativity was underscored by Prudentius as he writes in his paean to the martyrs:We
see patrician families,Noble on both male and female side,Vowing their pledged offering,The
child of most distinguished parents.52The families pledged to raise their children “in the



knowledge and fear of the Lord” so that they will come to their Baptisms with an adult
commitment to Christ.For Augustine, there was no simple ordo of the bath, but rather a complex
of ritual and intellectual activity which reached only one of its climaxes in the initiatory washing
we call Baptism. There are hundreds of references to “Baptism” in his writing, ranging from the
water-washing rite proper, to the entire process of conversion, but there is no reference to the
complex of rites which the church came to know as “infant Baptism.” Baptism, as a sacramental
process, clearly brings us into a full relationship with God in God’s church, but the water bath, by
itself, does not. The entire spectrum of initiatory rites transformed Augustine from one who stood
away from God to a person whose restless heart found its rest in God.What makes a Christian?
To make sense of the place of water Baptism in its complex of sacraments we need to parse
what it means to become a Christian. In the chapter before he mentioned his Baptism, Augustine
described the enrollment and Baptism of Victorinus. For Victorinus, being a Christian was to
believe and study (a position that Augustine shared at Cassiciacum); for Simplician, it was life in
the church, initiated by the catechumenate:[Victorinus] said to Simplician, in the confidence of
friendship, making no public statement: You can count me a Christian now. Simplician answered:
I put no trust in that nor rank you among Christians, till the day I see you in Christ’s church. And
he taunted back: Are Christians made by walls? . . . But then he said out of the blue, when
Simplician was least expecting it: Go we to the church, I would be a Christian. . . . There
Victorinus was steeped in the basic mysteries of the faith, and shortly after entered his name for
the rebirth of baptism.53Walls—or at least pillars of the salt of the catechumenate—do make
one a Christian.Similarly, early in his episcopate, Augustine addressed a mixed congregation of
faithful, catechumens, and baptized who have fallen into sin, and called them all
Christians:Obviously, the person whom I tell, “Believe in the gospel,” is not yet a Christian. There
is no one, I take it, listening to me in this congregation, who does not yet believe in the gospel.
There are many listening to me who have not yet taken their place among the faithful by baptism,
and are still catechumens; not yet born, but already conceived. But when or how would they
have been conceived in the womb of mother Church, if they had not been signed with some
sacrament of faith?54What we have in Baptism then is a journey through many sacraments,
beginning with the sacrament of salt (enrollment), through sacraments of scrutiny and
enlightenment, and at the apex of an arc which continues with the Eucharist and instruction, the
water rite. Thus Augustine continued to understand catechumens in general to be Christians—
bearers of the name of Christ—though not yet faithful. In his instructional letter on the practice of
the catechumenate to the catechist Deogratias, he repeatedly referred to the stages of the
catechumenate, from enrollment through Baptism as sacramenta, sacramentae, and primae
sacramentae.55This process corresponds to his view of the church as a mixed body, tares and
wheat, redeemed and sinful, a fundamental concept in his debates with both the Donatists and
Pelagians. For example, in his debate with Julian, a Pelagian, he made reference to a rite which
seems to have occurred many times in the normal process of the formation of competentes, but
in the case of clinical Baptism of young children was still considered to be required: “Little ones



contract original sin and thus they must undergo the rite of exsufflation in exorcisms so that they
are rescued from the power of darkness and transferred to the kingdom of their savior and
lord.”56The set of sacraments that made up Baptism as a whole varied with the local church. For
example, foot-washing was part of the baptismal rites, whereas in Hippo, it seemed to be part of
the penitential sequence. In his letter to Januarius, Augustine tried to clear up the confusion that
two washings for the forgiveness of sins caused:But many have refused to accept this as a
custom for fear that it should seem to belong to the sacrament of baptism. Some have also not
hesitated to remove it as a custom. But in order to practice this at a less public time and to
distinguish it from the sacrament of baptism, some have chosen to do this action either on the
third day of the octave, . . . or on the eighth day itself.57A careful reading of the beginning of De
fide et operibus, a middle anti-Pelagian work, shows that the distinction between the water rite
and the process of Baptism was maintained late in Augustine’s episcopate. The treatise begins
with:There are some people who understand that anyone should be admitted to the bath of
regeneration, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord, even though they will not change an immoral
and even evil life, obvious by bad deeds and scandal, and even openly assert that they will
continue to live that way.58and continues in the next section:People who argue this way seem
particularly concerned with those who have not been admitted to Baptism because they
divorced their wives and married other women or divorced their husbands and married other
men. Our Lord Christ testifies, without any doubt, that these are not marriages but
adultery.59The distinction between lavacrum regenerationis and baptismum is critical here.
Public adultery was one of the reasons for denying a person admission to the catechumenate,
while failure to live up to the moral standards of the Christian community would have been
discovered during the scrutinies, and thus the person would then be barred from the water
rite.The water-bath at Easter may have been the high point of the baptismal journey, but it was
not the conclusion for the church at Hippo. In a sermon for the Sunday after the Paschal festival,
Augustine told his congregation—and especially the infantes:Then we return, as it were, to the
starting point. You see, just as when these seven days have been spent, the eighth is the same
as the first; in the same way, after the ages of the fleeting course of time have run and come to
their end, we shall return to that immortality and blessedness from which man fell. And that’s why
this octave rounds off the sacraments of the infantes.60Baptism and the ChurchIn Augustine’s
theology of Baptism, the church has two deeply intertwined roles. In the first place, it is the body
which does the baptizing, but also it is the body into which one is baptized. Baptism converts the
catechumen into faithfulness and it commissions the new faithful to an evangelical mission of
“proclaiming by word and example the Good News of God in Christ.”61 These images of the
baptizing church are profoundly trinitarian (the mother, the body of Christ, the dove) and unitive
(the community).In De moribus ecclesiae catholicae, Augustine wrote of “the catholic church,
most true mother of all Christians.”62 While God is the father to Christians, the church is mother
to the new infantes, and the church’s womb is the baptistery.God is Father, the Church, mother.
You will be born of the parents very, very differently from the way you were born of [your natural



parents]. The birth of offspring here will not be accompanied by labor, by woe, by weeping, by
death; but by easiness, by happiness, by joy, and by life. Being born of those is something to be
mourned, being born of these is something to be desired. Those parents, in giving us birth, bear
us to eternal death, because of the ancient fault; these in giving us new birth, cause both fault
and punishment to disappear.63This image of church as mother was intertwined with
Augustine’s, or more properly, Monnica’s, biography and with Baptism as a process, not an
instantaneous sacramental moment. The theme returns in Augustine’s own lectures to the
compententes on John 3:So therefore there are two births, but [Nicodemus] knew only the first.
One is of earth, the other of heaven; one is of flesh, the other of the Spirit; one is of mortality, the
other of eternity; one is of male and female, the other of God and the Church.64In his discussion
of Psalm 57, Augustine enlarges the maternal metaphor. The mother’s womb is a place of
gestation, of growth in faith. His use of birth metaphors localizes this place of birth within the
baptistery (“you have been sacramentally born within the bowels of your mother”).65 The
metaphor of church as mother is further developed, hinting at the other great sacramental
complex of the Eucharist in De quantitate animae:Then we will perceive how perfect has been
our nourishment within [our] mother church. . . . To accept such nourishment when fed by one’s
mother is most proper; when already grown, shameful; to refuse it when needed would be bad;
to find fault with it at any time or to disdain it would be wicked and impious; but to discuss it and
communicate it with kindness is the mark of an overflow of goodness and charity.66Augustine’s
place in the life of his mother, the church, seemed to be one of those who would discuss and
communicate that nourishment. Indeed, for him the church and its constituent community was a
place of instruction and learning, and a primary vocation of the baptized Christian is to take part
in that communal conversation.The church as the body of Christ emerged as a theme during
Augustine’s time at Thagaste, particularly in De Genesi adversus Manicheos, but soon after his
ordination to the presbyterate, he found a phrase that permeated his ecclesiology: totus
Christus. The union of Christ and his church, through Baptism, becomes a hermeneutical center
for Augustine’s interpretation of the Psalms.67 In his commentary on Psalm 30[31] (probably
from the time of his presbyterate and part of his baptismal teaching) he preached:Without him,
we are nothing, but in him, we too are Christ. Why? Because the whole Christ consists of Head
and body. The Head is he who is the savior of his body, he who has already ascended into
heaven; but the body is the Church, toiling on earth.68Augustine expanded the relationship
between church and Christ from simply head and body to that of marriage in Ad catholicos
fratres in a way that brings to mind the analogy of church as mother. Inverting Paul’s teaching in
Ephesians, he wrote of the totus christus: “Head and body are the complete Christ. The head is
the only-begotten Son of God the Father and the body is Christ’s church, husband and wife, two
in one flesh.”69His third trinitarian analogy is between the church and the Holy Spirit. In In
Johannis evangelium tractatus 5 and 6, Augustine began a word play that lasts through two long
sermons by saying:After all, the dove did not teach John [the Baptizer] and then fail to teach the
Church—the same Church of which it was said, One is my dove (Sg 6:9). Let the dove teach the



Dove. Let the Dove know what John learned through the dove.70The image of church and dove
as well as church as Dove is a recurring motif in De Baptsimo:For those who come into the
church, journeying to Christ after leaving the association of the devil, build upon the rock and are
incorporated into the Dove, secured in the enclosed garden with a set-apart font.71The church
and the dove are one. Totus Christus, yes. But even more so, totus Spiritus.Finally, Augustine
expands his metaphorical repertory to include the communication of the Persons. In his
response to Boniface on a number of questions about the Baptism of young children, Augustine
argued that Baptism forms a society of the Holy Spirit,72 and the child “shares in grace through
the unity of the Holy Spirit.”73 This benefit is not produced through the valid faith of the parents
or other caregivers, but rather through the whole body of the church. In the core of his argument,
Augustine told Boniface not to be disturbed when people bring their young children, for it is the
Spirit’s action, not the presenters’ intentionality that is primary:Little ones are, of course,
presented to receive spiritual grace, not so much from those in whose hands they are carried,
though they do also receive it from them if they are good believing people, as from the universal
society of the saints and believers.74This universal society brings them into the “community of
the Holy Spirit,” which receives them and provides the environment for their continuing growth:in
the Catholic Church the grains of wheat are carried in order to be purified, even through the
ministry of the chaff, in order that they may be brought through the threshing floor to the society
of the mass of believers.75The massa societatem—the society of the totality of believers—into
which the baptized person is brought is the true solution for the problem of human fallenness
(the much more well-known massa peccatum). This universal society of saints and believers—
not parents, not caregivers—brings a candidate to Baptism, and it is this society into which the
candidate is grafted:For they are correctly understood to be presented by all who are pleased
that they are presented and by whose holy and undivided love they are helped to come into the
communion of the Holy Spirit. The whole Church, our mother, which exists in the saints, does
this, because the whole Church gives birth to each and every one.76Baptism is incorporation
into the community of the Holy Spirit. It is the journey from the massa peccatum to the massa
societatum. Forgiveness of sins is an important side effect, but Baptism does not end there. As
Augustine’s sermons around Easter thunder, Baptism is resurrection—and it is the resurrection
of the entire community.ConclusionAugustine the philosopher desired to be purified of his past
so that he could continue, with more intensity and authority, his life of theological and
philosophical otium—the leisure of the retired academic. Instead, Augustine the catechumen
was enrolled, exorcised, washed, anointed, and clothed, and with that Baptism, his theology and
philosophy opened out to the church and world around him. Forgiveness of sins and washing
away of the past is means, and means only, to participation in the mission of God, to union with
God,77 and to incorporation into the community of the Spirit.Luis Vela summarized Augustine’s
baptismal ecclesiology:St. Augustine’s doctrine of Baptism as a sacrament of regeneration and
incorporation is wonderful and extraordinarily beautiful. . . . According to the marvelous will of
God the Father through the Word, in an action of both the Spirit and the Word, God incorporates



humanity [into the life of the Trinity]. . . . Through Baptism, the church incorporates us into the
great family of Christians, and she is our loving mother, who through Christ, the living head,
structures our life and shares our ministry.78Augustine’s theology of Baptism is not primarily
about the “sinful individual,” but rather the building up of the church. Salvation of the believer is
not the goal, as it was with Augustine, the Manichean hanger-on, but salvation is what is
effected on the way as the church is renewed and resurrected in the resurrection of Christ and in
the resurrection of Christ’s brothers and sisters. Our theology of Baptism and our life as Christian
and Christians is impoverished by a theology and practice of Baptism that sees Baptism as
moment, not process; individual, not corporate; and soteriological rather than ecclesiological.
The power of Baptism should be grounded, for us, as it was for Augustine, in catechumenal
growing in Christ and in a process of Baptism which effects the conversion of those who can
truly answer “Do you turn to Christ?” Their “Yes” unleashes the power of the Holy Spirit to
rejuvenate the community of the faithful through the example of the infantes’ own
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Vik Slen, “Pushing the envelope of baptismal ecclesiology. The essays in this book make a very
interesting contribution to the conversation about ecclesiology and sacramental theology for
which my old professor Louis Weil is known. Since studying under him I have identified strongly
with the "baptismal ecclesiology" that he and others teach, to the point I had no doubt it was the
correct paradigm, at least for our age, and, of course, all time to come. ;) Rather than reiterating
or, strictly speaking, developing the idea of baptismal ecclesiology, however, this Festschrift
pushes its boundaries and offers correctives and criticisms. (The book even includes a
translation by Weil of an article by Paul de Clerck presenting the conventional understanding of
confirmation that Weil has strongly opposed!)Baptismal ecclesiology, arising in the late twentieth
century, is a paradigm which hopes to empower lay people and emphasize their role in the
Church. It raises up baptism as foundational of the Church and of its unity, and, often, as "full
initiation into Christ's Body the Church" at the expense of confirmation and ordination.The first
thing I learned from this book, specifically the essay by Paul Avis (another Anglican theologian I
admire), is that the doctrine of baptism as full initiation, which is a centerpiece of many versions
of baptismal ecclesiology, has been officially adopted, among Anglicans, only by the American
(Episcopal) Church, which incorporated it into the 1979 Book of Common Prayer. And the
doctrine has certainly not been fully accepted or implemented even in the Episcopal Church,
where there are ongoing battles over requiring confirmation as an additional threshold ritual. Avis
goes on to give a thorough counterargument to the thesis of baptism as full initiation, while
agreeing with many or most of the values that underlie it.Avis and other contributors point out
that there is an inherent tension between the practices of infant baptism and of Christian
initiation as an "integrated rite," to include the baptismal water bath, confirmation and first
Communion. For one thing, confirmation is (in the West) the occasion for ensuring that believers
are catechized (instructed) and make a public profession of faith. Therefore confirming infants --
which was the original understanding of the post-baptismal anointing in the American Book of
Common Prayer -- implies that catechesis and profession of faith, as well as the laying on of
hands by the bishop, are not essential to "full initiation."Among the other articles in this book, I
would like to cite the editors' articles: including my old (but not nearly aged!) professor Lizette
Larson-Miller's, which gives a good overview of baptismal ecclesiology in its contemporary
historical context (including the parallel, seemingly contrary, movement towards offering
Communion to the unbaptized); and my friend Walter Knowles', which reminds us, if only in
passing, that Augustine of Hippo lived at a time when Christian families like his own typically
enrolled their babies in the catechumenate rather than baptizing them -- even though the widely
acknowledged validity of infant baptism was one of the bases of his signature doctrine of original
sin. There are several interesting and relevant historical essays, and other interesting essays by
former Presiding Bishop Frank Griswold, bishop J. Neil Alexander, and several other important
scholars.What else did I take away from this book? Something none of the authors endorses in



so many words. Having read most of the book, it seems to me that, while there are good
arguments to stress baptism ("christening") as what makes someone Christian, and good
arguments, plus over a thousand years of precedent, for infant baptism (and infant
Communion), the rationale for infant baptism seems to belong to the era of "Christendom," when
it could be assumed that children would grow up as Christians merely by living in a Christian
society. Today, children raised by even the most devout of Christians are as likely, whether
baptized or not, to grow up rejecting the Church as they are to become lifelong believing and
practicing Christians. And unless infant baptism is widespread, the disputes over whether
baptism is full initiation fade away, since there would be little or no reason to continue to
separate baptism from catechesis and confirmation.Unfortunately, getting away from infant
baptism would not solve all the issues that swirl around baptism and confirmation today. How do
we raise children to enjoy the power and intimacy of the Eucharist if they are not baptized
communicants from their earliest years? How do we avoid giving the impression that those who
begin to receive Communion only once they grow up qualify to receive Communion by
"understanding" a mystery which is beyond all comprehension? And how do we encourage
people to make a once-for-all commitment when they're mature enough, and ready, without
either establishing new barriers or creating what amounts to a rite of passage OUT of the
Church?”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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